
November 13, 1997 

 

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

To:  Review Board 

 

From:  T. Jeremy Gunn 

 

Subject: Enclosures for November 17, 1997 Board Meeting 

 

I am enclosing the following documents that are relevant to the November 17 Meeting: 

 

Tentative Agenda 

Memo by Legaspi on NBR issues in CRC records
1
 

Memo by Combs on Ramparts Magazine Damage Assessment 

Memo by Denk on Foreign NBR issues in FBI Segregated Collection 

Draft letter from Freeh to Legats
2
 

                                                
1
With regard to NBR (“no believed relevance”) issues, the staff has thus far identified the 

following topics after a review of all CIA and FBI records: 

 

- Nosenko (CIA) (under advisement) 

- Collins Radio (CIA) (decided in October meeting) 

- CRC (CIA) (November agenda item) 
- Ramparts Magazine (CIA) (November agenda item) 

- Office of Personnel files (CIA) (January agenda item) 

- Miscellaneous (CIA) (January agenda item) 

- Foreign government information in segregated collection (FBI) (November 

              agenda item) 

 

Although we expect that there may be some additional NBR items in the FBI and CIA files, we 

believe that this list covers the vast majority of the issues.  We anticipate that there will be some 

NBR issues from other agencies, particularly the INS. 

2
This letter was prepared following the Board action at the October meeting on foreign 

government information in FBI core and related files.  The plan is to include this letter in FBI 

communications to Legats regarding opening of foreign government information.  The FBI’s original 

version of this letter was unsatisfactory.  The ARRB staff then wrote a completely different draft that 

was sent to the FBI.  The enclosed version includes the FBI’s edits (the changes were mostly 

stylistic) of the ARRB staff draft.  Although we believe that our version was more elegant, we also 



 

                                                                                                                                                       

believe that this draft is in better FBI-ese. 

I also am enclosing the following documents for your general information: 

 

Washington Post article on Nixon tapes (quoting Anna Nelson) 

Draft Press Release on Cuban Documents 

Sample Cuban Documents to be Released [embargoed until November 18] 
Memo by Haron on Compliance 

Letter from Gunn to Bellardo 

Letter from Gunn to Rossotti 

Letter from Manhardt (Justice) to Silverberg (Zapruder film) 

Letter from Gunn to Burton 

Draft Press Release on Fritz Notes 

Notes of Captain Fritz with transcription and comments by Samoluk 


